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Special Focus – Our Changing Winters
Are UK Warmer Winters Good News?
Having less severe winters may seem to be a benefit of climate change, but looked at in detail it
seems warmer winters are as scary as hotter summers. For the surprising inter-relationship between
the two, have a read of this in-depth article.
Wildlife needs Winter
Another take on the mild weather issue
highlights the hazards for butterflies and
hedgehogs.

Trees are Galloping towards the North Pole
“As the planet warms, the Arctic treeline is
accelerating towards the pole, turning the white
landscape to green. The trees used to creep
forward a few centimetres every year; now they
are leaping north at a rate of 40 to 50 metres a
year.”
A Guardian 'Long Read', so allow half an hour.

Beavers head North into Warming Tundra
The beavers exacerbate climate warming by
building dams, which produce pockets of warmer
water, which raise temperatures, which cause
more ice to melt, which means the beavers can
expand even further north !!!
Read more here

UPCOMING EVENTS

All you have to do is tell us about it!
Last date for copy for the March newsletter is 24th Feb.
Transition Kidderminster Repair Café 5th Feb.
At Youth House, Bromsgrove Street,
Kidderminster.
This popular local service will be back in
February to carry out all manner of repairs,
sewing and tool sharpening.
The Country Market is also back on 5th Feb.
Also at Youth House, Bromsgrove Street,
Kidderminster, together with what has become a
regular Mini Greener Living Fair where local
organisations set out their stalls.

Transition Bewdley Repair Café - Sat 19th Feb.
This highly popular repair café is at its usual St
George's Hall venue. Bring your items from
10am.
Bewdley Bike Week have kindly offered to run
additional "Doctor Bike" sessions alongside the
Repair Cafe in January, February and March to
encourage people to get out on their bikes during
the winter months. Book your bikes in for minor
repairs, servicing and safety checks.
Contact john.rhymer50@gmail.com to book slots
for bikes and other repairs and sharpenings.
WFGA Sustainability Festival - starts 30th April
Organisations are now sending us their proposals
for SustFest events and the steering group is
drawing up a programme of events and planning
publicity. Is your organisation included?
If you are interested in making your
organisation's event part of SustFest please
email sustfestwyreforest@gmail.com

WFGA workshop – Wed 2nd Feb 7:30pm

Originally planned for January, now in February. Original booking still valid.
How a plant-based diet can save the planet - why a global shift towards a plant diet is vital to
save the world from hunger, fuel poverty and the worst impacts of climate change.
The workshop will be led by Ronnie Lee who has been a campaigner on various environmental,
social justice and animal protection issues for almost 50 years. He is currently Coordinator of Wyre
Forest Vegans and is the group’s representative on Wyre Forest Green Alliance. A free Zoom event.
To attend please register with Eventbrite.
Do you have an idea for a workshop?
Please share it with us!

WFGA NEWS
Last month we started a new WFGA initiative, Dealing with Climate Grief. where we examine a
different theme each month. January was about food. For February the theme is Reforesting the
Earth. John Rhymer has produced a set of detailed notes around this topic, outlining some of the
actions that we can all take. Please find time to read it and consider which actions you can
undertake. The notes can be downloaded here.

And WFGA member organisation Haye Farm is looking for regular volunteers to join the existing
Forest Garden group. Throughout 2021 this small team of volunteers worked every Tuesday morning
to recover a badly overgrown mixed species fruit garden. There are about 30 different trees and
bushes on a heavily sloping section near the farm house.

Having gained control of the garden the team will be looking to expand their activities to the apple,
pear and plum orchards. Work will include winter pruning and autumn harvesting. A few more regular
pairs of hands would be useful. If you think you'd like to explore possibilities please contact
Stuart Norgrove. at hayefarm@live.co.uk mob: 07732 489195 tel: 01299 403371

Calling all 16-20yr olds
Groundwork offers a free Green Leaders programme which helps young people aged 16 – 20
become advocates for green spaces in their community, while gaining the skills to set up new local
projects and campaigns.
Apply here by Sunday 13th February
If anyone reading this knows of young people who might be interested, or is in touch with a
Secondary School, College or Youth Group, or has young people in your workplace, please pass this
invitation on to them.
Check out Groundwork on Instagram

ENERGY MATTERS
Renewable Energy Storage is Key

cryogenic batteries

Britain’s growing reliance on renewables, such as offshore wind and solar, brings the problem of how
to cope with intermittency – what happens when the wind does not blow or the sun does not shine.
Read here about four interesting solutions to the problem.
10 Ideas on Combatting Climate Change
Combining ideas from groups such as Friends of the Earth and Carbon Brief, global bodies like the
UN, International Monetary Fund and World Bank, as well as the Welsh and Scottish governments,
here is a set of ten proposals to slow climate change. They would be popular, cost little, greatly
improve millions of lives and restore Britain’s reputation as a progressive country. Read more here.

ECO CONSUMER
So how did you do on the Christmas tree front?
As Christmas 2021 rapidly becomes a distant memory now is not a bad time to review the ecological
repercussions of our Christmas tree purchases. Leaving aside the contentious issue of whether to
have one at all, have a look at this article and see how well you did last year and maybe plan
something better for this year. Some of the options can be intitiated now – we don't need to wait for
next Christmas!
Tesco are now collecting items for plastics recycling, alongside their carrier bag collections. Check
other local supermarkets who may well be doing the same.

GOOD READ OF THE MONTH
We are living in a time where communications
technology presents us with a constant stream of
news – most of it bad.
This book helps put things into perspective and
suggests strategies for coping. A necessary book
for all who are involved in the real world – people
like us in fact.
Presented and reviewed by Alison Wall, WFGA
member

“Have we been swimming in a murky sea of misunderstandings about the very nature of humanity? Historian
Rutger Bregman certainly thinks so, as he systematically debunks many of the negative world views we’ve
taken on over the years. Would stranded youngsters behave as the boys did in the fictional Lord of the Flies?
Bregman tracks down adults who found themselves in exactly that position as young boys and uncovers a
very different story. Did those students who found themselves acting as prison guards in the infamous Stanford
University social experiment of 1971 revel quite so grotesquely in their new-found powers? And, in wartime, do
soldiers really choose to kill others in cold blood? All these questions and many more are examined in this
fascinating and uplifting book which concludes: as humans, we’re really much better than we give ourselves
credit for.” - Alison Wall

–
Would you like to share a good book you've read recently by writing a review?
Please let us know!

GOOD NEWS OF THE MONTH
An encouraging start to 2022 for ocean wildlife.
The Wildlife Trust's marine review of 2021 has
highlighted humpback whales off the north-east
coast of Scotland and England,
increasing numbers of seal pups being born, and
seahorses in protected beds of eel grass off the
Dorset coast. Read more here

In France from 1st January 2022, cucumbers,
leeks, carrots and about 30 other fruits and
vegetables will no longer be sold in plastic
wrapping. Great news – but if France can do it,
why not the UK?
Read more here.

RECOMMENDED WEB SITES
● Check out the awesome lowimpact.org for practical advice on all things eco, from DIY solar
to eco retreats.
● Visit the Giki website to see how big a carbon footprint you have and what you can do to
improve it.
● Aimed primarily at small organisations there's the One Planet Life website with information on
community oriented projects.
● And if you'd like to see a more of the positive side of life try visiting the Guardian's Upside
website.
Remember to visit our WFGA Facebook page for topical, interesting posts and
for any late updates to events – and please feel free to add your own posts or
comments.
If you have a view on any of the pieces in this WFGA Newsletter this can be
your platform! Click here to visit.

You can download PDF versions of this and all our earlier WFGA Newsletters from the 'Resources'
page on our website. Choose from a phone friendly version or a readily printable laptop version.
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